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Abstract. Let (X t , Yd be an (d+ 1) vector-valued stationary series, t = 0, ±1, ±2, ...
with X t d vector-valued and Yt real valued. Set 6(X o ) = E(YoIX o) and let On(') be an
estimator of 6(.) based upon a realization (XI,Yd, ... ,(Xn,Yn ) of length n. Set r =
(2+d)-I. Under some regularity conditions, On(·) can be chosen to achieve the optimal rate
of convergence n - r both pointwise and in L 2 norm restricted to compacts. Alternatively,
set 9(X o ) = Median(YoIX o) and let On(-) be an estimator of 9(·) based upon a realization
(Xl, Yd,.·., (X n ,Y n ) of length n. Under some regularity conditions, On(·) can be chosen
to achieve the same optimal rate of convergence n - r both pointwise and in Lq norms
( 1 :::; q < 00) restricted to compacts.
Keywords. Kernel estimators, local averages, local medians, time series prediction,
nonparametric regression.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important problems in univariate time series analysis is that of predicting (or forcasting) a future value of a discrete time stationary random process from its

past values. This prediction problem may be described as follows: Let n, m and d be positive integers and suppose that X t , t = 0, ±1 ,±2 , ... is a discrete time, strictly stationary
random process. It is desired to predict the value of X n + m from X n -d+l," . ,Xn .
An m-th step prediction rule is a function O(X n -d+l,.'" x n ) of the pastj that

IS,

0(·) is a (Borel measureable) real-valued function defined on Rd. Construction of such
a rule can have two purposes: (i) to predict the future X n + m as accurately as possiblej (ii) to understand the structural relationship between the future X n + m and the past
(X n -d+l"'" X n ).

For instance, a company may be interested in predicting the sale of a particular
commoditity in the next year based upon the sales of the last few years. Here accuracy
is the critical element. In the series of Wolfer's annual sunspot numbers (Morris, 1977),
it was observed that the series is generated by a nonlinear mechanism. The point of
constructing a prediction rule was to understand the relationship between say, this year's
sunspot number and those of the last two years.
In bivariate time series analysis, one of the main concerns is to investigate the relationship between the input series {Xtj t
Here it is useful to consider
Note that by letting
or

X n

= (X n -d+l"'"

Zn

= 0, ±1, ...} and the'output series {Ztj t = 0, ±1, ...}.

as a function of (X n -d+l'''''Xn ),

= (Xn -d+l"'" X n ) and Yri = X n + m in the univariate case,
and Y n = Zn in the bivariate casej then the above set ups are

X n

Xn)

special cases of the following situation: Let (X, Y) be a pair of random variables that are
respectively d and 1 dimensional; the random variable Y is called the response and the
random vector X is refered to as the predictor variable. One of the important problems in
statistics is to construct a function 0(·) in order to (i) study the relationship between the
response and the explanatory variable or (ii) obtain the predictor O(X) of Y based on X.
The simplest and most widely used measure of accuracy of O(X) as a predictor of Y
1

is the Mean Square Error, ElY - 8(X)1 2 • The function 8(·) which minimizes this measure
of accuracy is the regression function of Y on X, defined by 8(X) = E(YIX).
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in adopting the Mean Absolute De-

viation ElY - 8(X)/ as a measure of accuracy, especially when outliers may be present
(Bloomfield and Steiger, 1983). The optimal function 8(·) is now defined so that 8(X)
is the conditional median, Median(YIX), of Y given X. Note that this function is not
necessary uniquely defined.
In practice, it is necessary to construct estimators of these functions based on a set of
observations. Time series prediction is the generic term revolving around the construction
of estimators of these predictors based on a realization (Xl, Y1 ), ••• , (X n , Yn ) from the
stationary process (X t , Yt}, t = 0, ± 1, ....

Parametric Approach vs Nonparametric Approach
To estimate these predictors, the parametric approach starts with specific assumptions
,'~'E-,j~:-

:-:

about the relationship between the response (or future) and the explanatory variables (or
past) and about the variation in the response (future) that mayor may not be accounted
for by the explanatory variables. For instance, the standard regression method (or autoregressive method in time series) starts with an a priori model for the regression function 8(.)
which, by assumption or prior knowledge, is a linear

fun~tion

that contains finitely many

unknown parameters. Under the assumption that the joint distribution is Gaussian, it is
an optimal prediction rule; if the distribution is non-Gaussian, it is not generally posible
to determine the funtion 8(·); so one might settle for the best linear predctor. By constrast,
in the nonparametric approach, the regression function will be estimated directly without
assu?1ing such an a priori model for 8(·). As pointed out in Stone (1985), the nonparametric approach is more flexible than the standard regression method; flexibility means
the ability of the model to provide accurate fits in a wide variety of realistic situations,
inaccuracy here leading to bias in estimation. In recent years, nonparametric estimation
has become an active area in time series analysis because of its flexibility in fitting data
(Bierens, 1983; Collomb, 1982; Collomb and HardIe, 1984; Robinson, 1983).
2

The present approach deals with the asymptotic properties (in terms of rates of convergence) of a class of nonparametric estimators constructed by kernel methods based on
local averages and local medians. It is hoped that the results obtained here serve as a
starting point for further development and understanding of the sampling properties of
more complicated nonparametric procedures involving robustification, local polynomial
fits, additive regression, and spline approximation.
Some previous work on nonparametric estimation in time series will be surveyed in
the next section.
2. DEVELOPMENTS IN TIME SERIES PREDICTION
The theory and practice of linear model fitting has now attained a refined state
(Brillinger, 1980; Priestley, 1979); see, for example, the work of Akaike (1974a, 1974b)
on the fundamental structural properties of these models and the definitive work of Hannan (1973) and Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976) on the inferential side. While the study of
~.

non-linear models in time

serie~
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is still in its early stages, what has been learned so far is

,

•
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sufficient to indicate that this is a very rich and potentially rewarding field. Analysis of
''', ,\

:'1<

•

particular series have shown that non-linear'models can provide better fits to the data (as
one would expect) and, more importantly, that the structure underlying the data can not
,

. ::.~ .

be captured by linear models.
So far, the study of non-linear models has been restricted to a few specific forms.
For example, Priestley (1980), Tong and Lim (1980}, Nicholls and Quinn (1980), and
Haggan and Ozaki (1980, 1981) consider various non-linear filters of, possibly independent,
identically distributed Gaussian random variables. In practice it may be difficult to decide
a priori, which, if any, of these models is best suited to a given set of data.
Asymptotic results for the conditional expectation has been established by Doukhan
and Ghindes (1980), Collomb (1982), Bierens (1983) and Robinson (1983) under various
mixing conditions. In Robinson (1983), pointwise consistency and a central limit theorem
was obtained for kernel estimators based on local averages under the a-mixing condition.
Collomb (1982) and Bierens (1983) considered the uniform consistency and rate of conver3

gence for kernel estimators based on local averages under the 4>-mixing condition, which is
considerably stronger than the a-mixing condition. Collomb and HardIe (1984) considered
the uniform rate of convergence (also under 4>-mixing) for a class of robust nonparametric
estimators that did not include local medians.
Under the a-mixing condition, the pointwise and the L 2 rates of convergence for
nonparametric estimators of conditional expectations constructed by kernel methods based
on local averages are described in Section 3. The pointwise and the Lq (1

:s q < 00) rates

of convergence for kernel estimators of the conditional medians based on local medians are
also given in Section 3.
For this class of nonparametric estimators, the results presented there constitute an
answer and an extension to one of the open questions of Stone (1982). In the random
sample case, HardIe and Luckhaus (1984) considered the V XJ rate of convergence for a class
of robust nonparametric estimators including an estimator of the conditional median. But
the problem of Lq (1

:s q < 00) rates of convergence was still unsolved.

results are given in Section

5~,r., ;'.;

Proofs of these

., ,

3. NONPARAMETRIC TIME SERIES PREDICTION
Results on the local and global rates of convergence of nonparametric estimators of
conditional expectations and conditional medians based on a realization of a discrete time
stationary time series will be treated in this section. Recall that d is the dimensionality
of the explainatory variable X and let V denote a nonempty bounded open neighborhood
of the origin of R d

.

Let {(Xi,Yi),i = 0, ±1, ...} be an (d

stationary series and set O(x)

=

E{Yo\X o

=

x) or, O(x)

=

+ 1)

Median(YolX o = x). Let

(Xl, Yd, ... , (X n , Y n ) denote a realization of this process.

ASSUMPTION 1. There is a positve constant M o such that
IO(x) - O(x')1

where Ilxll = (xi

+ ... + x~)l/2

:s Mollx -

x'il

for x, x' E V,

for x = (Xl, .. , ,Xd) E Rd.
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vector-valued strictly

e-

ASSUMPTION 2. The distribution ofX o is absolutely continuous and its density f(-)
is bounded away from zero and infinity. That is, there is a positive constant M 1 such that
M;-l ::; f(x) ::; M l for x E U .
The following technical condition is required for bounding the variance of various
terms in the proof. (See Lemmas 1-4.)

ASSUMPTION 3. The conditional distribution of Xl given Xo is absolutely continuous
and its density h(·lx) is bounded away from zero and infinity. That is M;-l ::; h(Ylx) ::; M l
for x and y E U.
Collomb (1982) derived asymptotic properties for nonparametric estimators of conditional expectations based on bounded stationary time series. In order to extend the
argument to include the unbounded time series, the following moment condition is required (Robinson, 1983).

ASSUMPTION 4. There is a positive constant

l/

> 2 such,that

sup E(!YoIIIIXQT= x) <

00.

xEll

A weak dependence condition on the stationary sequence will now be described. Let

1t and 7 t denote respectively the a-fields generated by {(Xi, Vi) :

-00

< i ::; t} and

{(Xi, Vi) : t ::; i < oo}. Given a positive integer k,set
a(k)

= sup{! P(A n B)

- P(A)P(B)

I:A

E

1i

and B E 7 Hk }.

The stationary sequence is said to be a-mixing or strongly mixing if a(k)

k

-+ 00

(Rosenblatt, 1956).

ASSUMPTION 5. (i) The stationary sequence is a-mixing and

L

al-~ (i) = O(N- 1 )

i?N

5

as N

-+ 00.

-+

0 as

(ii) The stationary sequence is a-mixing and
as N --

for some

00

p

with 0 <

p

<

1.

A condition on the conditional distribution of Y given X is required to guarantee
the uniqueness of the conditional median (uniqueness will ensure consistency) and also
the achievability of the desired rate of conververgence. If the conditional density is not
bounded away from zero around the median the desired rate of convergence will not be
achievable. (The same condition is required in order to obtain the usual asymptotic result
about the sample median in the univariate case.) In the following condition, 6(-) denotes
the conditional median.

ASSUMPTION 6. The conditional distribution of Yo given X o = x is absolutely continuous and its density g(Ylx, 6) is bounded away from zero and infinity over a neighborhood
of the median 6. That is, there is a positive constant

for x E U and Y E (6(x) -

EO,

6(x)

such that MIl :S g (y lx, 6) :S M 1

+ fa).

"

J

EO

'

-.

,"

'i',

Given positive numbers an and bn , n

~

1, let an "'"' bn mean that an/b n is bounded

away from zero and infinity. Given random variables V n , n ~ 1, let Vn = Opr(b n ) mean
that the random variables b;; 1 Vn , n ~ 1 are bounded in probability or, equivalently, that
lim limsup P(lVnl > cb n )

C-+OO

n

=. O.

The kernel estimators of conditional expectations and conditional medians will now
be described. Set r

=

(2

+ d)-I. For each

n ~ 1, let

(Xl, Yd, ... , (X n , Y n ) be a re-

alization of the (strictly) stationary time series and let On denote a sequence of positive
numbers such that On "'"' n- r . (In the univariate case, set Xi = (Xi-d+I, ... ,Xi) for

i

~

d.) Set In(x) = {i : 1 :S i :S n and "Xi -

Also set On(x) = Nn(X)-1
Median{Yi

:

Lln(x) Y i

xii :S

On} and Nn(x)

=

#(In(x)).

if 6(·) is the conditional expectation; and On(x) =

i E In(x)} if 6(·) is the conditional median.

In Theorems 1 and 2, 6(.) denotes the conditional expectation and On its kernel estimator based on local averages.
6
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 and 5(i) hold. Then

The proof of this theorem, which will be given in Section 5, is basically a refinement of the corresponding one given in Stone (1980), with additional arguments involving
asymptotic independence (see Lemmas 1-4).
Let C be a fixed compact subset of U having a nonempty interior and let g(.) be a
real-valued function on Rd. Set
l-:;q<oo.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 and 5(ii) hold. Then

The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 5. The argument is a refinement of
, . ,the corresponding one for Theorem 1.
~

.

In Theorems 3 and 4, 8(·) denotes the conditional ~edian and

On

its kernel estimator

based on local medians.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3, 5(i) arid 6 hold. Then

The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 5.

THEOREM 4. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3, 5(ii) and 6 hold. Then
l-:;q<oo.

The proof of this theorem, which will be given in Section 5, uses a result on uniform
consistency (Lemma 5) and the argument is a refinement of that in the Li.d. case.
7

With a simple modification of Assumption 6, Theorems 3 and 4 are easily extended
to yield rates of convergence for nonparametric estimators of other conditional quantiles.
4. DISCUSSION
For n

~

1, let (Xl, Yd, ... , (X n , Yn ) be a random sample of size n from the distribu-

tion of (X, Y) and let k denote a non-negative integer. Let 8(·) be the regression function
of Yon X and suppose that 8(-) has bounded (k+ 1)th derivative. Set r = pj(2p+d) where
p = k

+ 1.

Stone (1980, 1982) showed that if 1

~ q

< 00, then n- r is the optimal rate

of convergence in both pointwise and Lq norms; while (n-1logn)-r is the optimal rate of
convergence in Loo norm. To find an estimator of 8(·) that achieves these optimal rates of
concergence, given x, let Pn(·;x) be the polynomial on R d of degree k that minimizes

8n (x)

Fn(x; x) (ifq =90; define-8 n as above over .a finite subset of C and then
extend it to all of C by suitable/ interpol~tion). Note tha~ this estimator can be easily
and set

=

,

obtained by solving the corresponding normal equation.
Based on results presented in the previous sections, the following generalization to the
case of conditional medians seems plausible. Suppose that the conditional median 8(·) has
bounded pth derivative. To find an estimator that achie'ves the above Lq (1 ~ q ~ 00) rates
of convergence, given x, let

Pn (.; x)

be a polynomial on R d of degree k which minimizes

I: IY

i -

Pn(Xi;x)1

In (x)

and set 8n (x)

Pn(x;x). Though there may not be a unique solution, this numerical

optimization problem is readily solved by the simplex method (see, for example, Bloomfield
and Steiger (1983)). The corresponding generalization to time series is straightforward.
One drawback that the nonparametric approach has is the high dimensionality, which
can be thought of in terms of the variance in estimation. In other words: A huge data
8
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set may be required for nonparametric estimation of a function of many variables; otherwise the variance of the estimator may be unacceptably large. This drawback is serious
especially in time series analysis where the future usually depends on much of the past.
A possible solution would be to use additivity as in Stone (1985) to alleviate curse
of dimensionality. More formally, let 0(·) be the regression function defined on R d and
suppose that 0 is additive; that is, that there is smooth functions Od·), ... ,6d(·) defined
on R 1 such that

where J.L

=

E(Y). Using B-splines, an estimator of 6(·) can be constructed to achieve

the optimal rates of convergence n- r , where

T

now is equal to pj(2p

+ 1). The rates of

convergence here do not depend on the dimensional parameter d. Another nice feature
about this estimator is that it is smoother and is as flexible as ordinary nonparametric
procedures constructed by the kernel method.
The corresponding methodology is generalized immediately to time series, and it is an
interesting open problem to determine whether the"asYl1lptatic:properties described above
(with

T

independent of d) alsoilhold in this' context. Another interesting question is to

extend Theorem 4 to include the

too

rate of convetgence under the same asssumptions.
,

5. PROOF OF THEOREMS
For each i

=

1, ... , n, set Ki

=

l{IIXill:::;on}. The following lemma is an immediate

consequence of Assumptions 2 and 3.

Lemma 1. There is a positive constant C 1 such that

Lemma 2. Var(Li Kd

= O(n6~).

Proof. By Theorem A.5 of Hall and Heyde (1980, p.277), ICov(Ki,Ki+j)1 S 40(;"). Thus
by Assumption 5(i) and Lemma 1,

9

The following result follows from Tchebychev's inequality, Lemma 2 and Assumption 2.
Lemma 3. There is a positive constant k 1 such that

Proof. (Robinson, 1983) Let B be a positive constant and set

Set Zi

= Y/

- O'(Xd. Observe that

IZil S

2B and E(Zi!X i )

= O.

By the argument

used in the proof of Lemma 2,
Var(LiKiZi)

= nVa~(KIZd + 2Li LjCov(KiZi , Ki+jZi+j)

=0
Set Wi =

Yt - O"(Xi).

(ne5~

+ nL~ min(o(j),6~d)) = O(ne5~).

(5.1)

Applying Holder's inequality twice,

E(Ki IWi!Ki+ j IWi+JD

= E [(KiIWiIV)~(Ki+jIWi+iIV)~(KiKi+i)l-~Kl K(+j]

s {E[KiIWiIV]}~ {E[KiKi+i ]}l-~.

(5.2)

By Corollary A.2 of Hall and Heyde (1980, p.278),

(5.3)
10

According to Assumption 2,

E(KilWin

= E(Ki E (!WiI IKi ))
~ M 1 sup Q(y) / Ki(X) dx = O(cS~) for 1 ~ s ~ 1/,
8

(5.4)

IIYIl$8"

where Q(y)

= E(IWi

I

8

IX i

= y)

is bounded in y E U by Assumption 4. By (5.2)-(5.4),

Lemma 1 and Assumption 5(i) (note that E(WiIXi) = 0),

Var(LiKiWi) = n Var(K I Wd

+ 2Li LJ,Cov(Ki W i , Ki+jWi+j )

= 0 (ncS~ + n(cS~) ~ L~ min {0 1- ~ (i), (cS~d)l-~ })

=

O(ncS~). (5.5)

It follows from (5.1) and (5.5) that

Var(LiKd Yi - O(Xi)]) ~ 2 {Var(LiKiZd + Var(LiKiWi)}

= O(ncS~),
which completes the proof of Lemma 4.

-t

_/

....

,

l' _

Proof of Theorem 1. According to Assumption 1

18(Xd - 8(0) I ~ MocSn

for i E In.

Thus

(5.6)
On the other hand,

p(N;IILIJ Yi - 8(X i )] I 2: cn- r )

~ p(N;lILIJYi - 9(Xi)]I2: cn-rjNn > klncS~)
~ P(ILl n [Yi - 8(X i )11 2: klcn-rncS~)

+ P(Nn

+ P(Nn

~ klncS~)

~ klncS~).

Hence, by Lemma 3, Lemma 4 and Tchebychev's inequality,

(5.7)
11

The conclusion of Theorem 1 follows from (S.6) and (S.7).

Proof of Theorem 2.
Co = [

-!'! Jd c

18(Xd - 8(x) I

We may assume that C is contained in the interior of the cube

U. According to Assumption 1, there is a positive constant k 1 such that

::; k1llX i

-

xII ::; k 1bn, for i E In (x) and x E C. Thus there is a positive

constant k 2 such that

Set Zn(x) = LiEln(X) [Yi - 8(Xi)

J

By Lemma 4 and Assumption 4 (since Assump-

tion S(ii) is stronger than Assumption S(i))

E[ Z~(x) 1 = O(nb~)

uniformly over x E C.

Consequently,
(S.9)

•

According to Assumption S(ii), there is a positive c~nstant k 3 such that

limP(On)
n

= 1,

(S.10)

where On = {Nn(x) ~ k3nb~ for x E C}. (See the Appendix for the proof.)
By (S.9) and (S.lO),

p (

::;

{j~.INn (x) -1 L:l.(x) [Y. -

P(O~) + P (Ie

= P( OnC)

I

Z n(x)1 2 dx

= 0 ()
+ O(I)nb~
2 fJd
1
C n n

2

SeX;) 11

dx} t 2: c(n -16,;-d) t )

~ c2k~nb~)
as n, C

It follows from (S.8) and (S.l1) that

12

-+ 00.

(S.l1)

The Conclusion of Theorem 2 now follows by choosing fJn so that fJn
equivalently, fJn = n - r

.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Bni be the event that

O(Xd

~

+ MofJ n whenever IIXil1

0(0)

IIXi II

~

fJ n . According to Assumption 1,

~ fJ n . Thus

Hence by Assumption 6
for
Set Ki

=

1{IIXill$e5 n }

and Zi

=

1{Yi~8(O)+ce5n} -

Co

P(Yi > 0(0)

> Mo.

(5.12)

+ cfJn IXi).

Then

E[ Zi] = 0 and, by the first argument in the proof of Lemma 4,

According to (5.12)

for c > Mo.
Consequently, by Lemma 3 and Tchebychev's inequality

P(8n (0) ~ 0(0)

+ cfJn ) ~ P (N;;lLln1{Yi~8(o)+ce5n}'~ !)
~ p(N;;lLlnZi ~

! - N;;lLiP(Yi ~ 0(0) + cfJ n IBnd)

~ p(N;;lLlnZi ~ (c - M o)M}l6n)

~ p(N;;lLlnZi ~ (c - Mo)M}lfJn);Nn ~ !nfJ~) + P(Nn < !nb~)
0(1)

nb~

(c _ MoP (nb~fJn)2
since bn is chosen so that nfJ~fJ~

+ 0(1)

= 0(1)

= 1, or equivalently,

bn

as n,c -

= n -r.

00,

This completes the proof

of Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of the theorem depends on the following result.

13

Lemma 5. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3, 5(ii) and 6 hold. Then

lim P( sup 19n(x) - 8(x) I ~ €) = 0

n-+oo

for

xEC

Proof. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that C

Let W n be the collection of (2L n
form i /(2L n ) for some integer

+ l)d

€ > o.

= [-!, ! ]d.

Set L n

=

[n 2r ].

points in C each of whose coordinates is of the

i such that Iii

of (2L n )d subcubes, each having length 2A n

~

Ln. Then C can be written as the union

= (2L n )-1

and all of its vertices in W n . For

each x E C there is a subcube Qw with center w such that x E Qwo Let C n denote the
collection of the centers of these subcubes. Let
P (sup 19n(x) - 8(x)1
xEC

€ be a positive constant. Then

~ e) = P (max
sup 19n(x) C n xEQw

8(x)1

~ e) .

It follows from An ,..., n- 2r and Assumption 1 that 18(x) - 8(w)1 ~ Mollx - wll <
Mob n < € for x E Qw, w E C n (for n sufficiently large). Therefore, to prove the lemma, it

e·

is sufficient to show that
limP (max sup

IOn(X)-8(W)I~€)
=0
'

WECnXEQw~.

n

To prove (5.13), let,., == .Jd, x E Qw and N~ == N~(w)
Now N n == Nn(x)

=

!} ~

1 ~ i ~ nand IIXi - wll ~ bn

N~

==

= #{i:

o.

(5.13)

IIXi - wll

~

bn - ,.,A n }.

#{i : IIXi - xII ~ bn } ~ N~ for x E Qw, {On (x) - 8(w) ~

{N;l LIn 1{Yi?9(w)+e} ~

. Set

for € >

{LI;; 1{Yi?9(w)+e} ~ '!N~}, where I~

+ ,.,A n }.

N~(w) = #I~(w).

= I~(w)

0

~

= {i :

Thus

By Assumptions 2,3, 5(ii) and Markov's inequality there

are positive constants k 1 and k 2 such that
(5.15)

14

Indeed, note that N~ - N~

P(D n - f7)..n ~ IIXi n -

wll

=

~ Dn

#{i : Dn - f7)..n ~ IIXi -

+ f7)..n)

+ f7)..n)d

- ((D n

wll

=

Dn + f7)..n} with qn

- (D n - f7)..n)d) - D:()..n/Dn) as

It follows from nD~+2 - 1 and )..n - n- 2r that nqn

00.

~

= O(n r ) -

00

as n -

00.

Thus by Lemma A of the Appendix and Markov's inequality

P(N:(w) - N~(w) ~ 2nqn

for some wEen) = [n2r]dmax(nqn)-2kE(N~ - N~)2k
en

= [n 2r ]d O (nqn)-k = [n 2r ]dO(n r )-k _ 0,

for k large enough. Similarly, limn P(N~ (w) ~ ~nPn(W)

P(IIXi -

wll

~ Dn

+ f7)..n)

for some w)

= 0, where Pn(W) =

- D~. Thus (5.15) is proven.

wn . According to (5.14) and (5.15), there

Note that nrN~-l ~ nr(k2nD~)-1 - Dn on
is a positive constant k 3 such that

P (max sup [On(X) - fJ(w) 1 ~
Cn

xEQ",

€)

(UCn UQw {On(X) - fJ(w) ~ €})
~ P (UCn {LI;; I{Yi~e(w)+O ~ ~N~}) .
~ P (UCn {LI;: l{Yi~e(w)+O ~ ~N~' - '}kl~",'} n wn) + P(W~)
~ P (UCn {N~-lLI;; I{Yi~e(w)+O ~ ~ - k 3Dn}) + P(W~).
~P

Let B ni

= Bndw)

denote the event IIXi -

to Assumption 1, fJ(Xd ~ fJ(w)

wll

+ MO(D n + f7)..n)

~

Dn; ..+ f7)..n for i

"

~

whenever IIXi -

= 1, ... , n.

wll

~

(5.16)
According

Dn + Y/)..n. Thus

Hence by Assumption 6, there is a positive constant M 2 such that
for n sufficient large.

Set Ki

=

1{IIXi-wll~on+'1An} and Zi

=

l{Yi~e(w)+O - P(Yi ~ fJ(w)

(5.17)

+ €IXi). Then

E(Zi) = 0. By (5.17)
(5.18)
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It now follows from (5.18) that there is a positive constant M 3 such that

p(UCn

~P

{N~-lE/~1{Yi~8(W)+e}~

4-k30n})

(UCn {N~ -lEI;: Zi ~ 4- N~-lEl;: P(Yi ~ O(w) + ~ IXi) -

k30n})

~ [n2r]d~c:xp (N~-lE/~Zi ~ M2(~ 1\ fa) - k 30n )
~ [n 2r ]d max
p (N~-lEloZi ~ M3(~ 1\ fa))
en
n
Set Pn = Pn(w) = P(IIX i -

wll

~

On

+ '7'xn)

for n sufficient large.

(5.19)

(by stationary, Pn does not depend on i).

Then Pn -- o~_ Let k be a positive integer. Note that E/on Zi

= Ei KiZi,

E(KiZi)

=0

and EIKiZil = O(O~). By Lemma A (see the Appendix)

EIE/on Zi!2k = EIEiKiZil2k = O(no~)k,
EIN~ - nPnl 2k

= O(nPn)k

on C n -

Consequently, by Markov's inequality

P (N~-lE/;;Zi ~M3(~

1\ f O))

..

~ P (N~-lE/;:Zi ~ M3(~ 1\ fo);N~ ~ 4npn) + P (N~ < 4nPn)
<

EI Li K iZi l2k

EIN~ - nPnl 2k _
d -k
)2k
- O(non)
for w E C n 2npn

- e2M3 (. fa )npn·..
)2k +
e
~ 1\

Note that On is chosen so that no~ -- 0;; 2

--

(5.20)

n 2r. It follows from (5.20) that there is a

positive integer k such that

Hen.ce by (5.15), (5.16), (5.19) and (5.21)

limP (max sup [8 n (x) -O(w)]
n

Cn

xEQw

~ ~)

= 0

for

~

> o.

(5.22)

Similarly,

limP (max sup [8 n (x) - O(w)]
n

Cn

xEQ",

16

~ -~) = 0

for

~

>

o.

(5.23)

It follows from (5.22) and (5.23) that (5.13) is valid. This completes the proof of the
lemma.

The proof of Theorem 4 will now be given. By Assumption 1, 8(·) is bounded on C
(compact). Thus it follows from Lemma 5 that there is a positive constant T ~ 1 such
that
(5.24)
where ~n ==

{118 n ll oo

~ T}. For i

= 1, ... ,n, set
-T

Y/ =

{ ~i

if Y i ~ -T;
if IYi! ~ T;
if Yi ~ T.

Put On{x) == Median{Y! : i E In (X)}. Note that On{X)

= 8n {x)

except on ~~ for x E C.

Thus by (5.24), in order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show
(5.25)

To prove (5.25), we may assume that C -is contained in the interior of the cube Co =

[-4,4]d

C U. By (5.15) or Lemma A, there is a positi\re constant k 4 such that

limP(On)
n

Write PO n (-)

= P{·

; On)

= P{· n On)

= 1,

and EoJW)

(5.26)

=f

w

dPon , where W is a real-

valued random variable. By (5.26), there is a sequence of positive numbers En

---+

0 such

that
P ([IOn(X) - 8{X)l q dx

~ (cn-r)q)

::; p

(£

q

IOn(X) - 8(x)I dx

~ (cn-r)q; On) +

< EOn [Ie 18n (x) - 8(x)IQ dx] + En.
-

{cn-r)q
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En

(5.27)

Set Zn(x) =

18n (x)

- 8(x)l. By Assumption 1, Zn(X) is bounded by T for x E C.

Thus there is a positive constant k s such that
EOn

[Z~(x)l = faT qt q - 1PO n (Zn(X)

1

2Mu8n

=

qt q -

1

o

PO n

> t) dt

(Zn(X) > t) dt

+

iT

qt q -

1

PO n

(Zn(X) > t) dt

2~~

~ ks6~ +

qt q - 1PO n (Zn(X) > t) dt.

fT

(5.28)

12Mo8n

By Assumptionsl-3, 5(ii) and 6, there is a positive number k6 such that

qt q - 1POn (Zn(x) > t) dt

fT

12Mo 8

~ k66~

for x E C.

(5.29)

n

(The proof of (5.29) will be given shortly.) It follows from (5.28) and (5.29) that there is
a positive constant k 7 such that

Thus there is a positive constant k~ such that
(5.30)

.

The conclusion of Theorem 4 follows from (5.27) and (5.30).

= l{y,~9(x)+t.} - P(Yi 2: 8(x) + t IXd and let
= 1, ... , n. Put Ri = ! - P(Yi 2: 8(x) + t I End. By

Finally, (5.29) will be proven. Set Di

En! be the event "Xi - xii ~ 6n for i

Assumption 6, there is a positive constant kg such that
for M o ~ t

~

T, T > 1.
•

Thu~ (since

{Y/ > 8(x)
PO n

+ t}

C

{Yi > 8(x)

+ t})

(8n (x) - (J(x) > t) ~ PO n (N;lLIn1{Y/>9(x)+t} 2:
~

PO n

(N;l LIn l{y, >9(x)+t} 2:

!)
!)

~ POn (N;lLInDi 2: N;lLInRi)
~ P (LIn Di 2: kgT- 1 (t - Mo6n)n6~) .
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(5.31)

Consequently, by Markov's inequality

(5.32)
By (5.31) and (5.32), there is a positive constant k lO such that (note that n6: -- 6;;2 )
(5.33)
and, similarly,
(5.34)
It now follows from (5.33) and (5.34) that there is a positive constant k l l such that (make
• :,iE'.

a change of variable t

r

T

~:>

~:.'~.:'.:."

= M o6n (s + 1))

t q- 1 PO n (Zn(X) > t)

12Moon

d~ ~ k

r

T

lO

12Mo on

~ k1l6~

loo

= O(6~)

tq':-~[~T~l(t - Mo6n)r2k6~k dt

(s

+ l)q-l s-2k ds

for k'> q,

as desired. This completes the proof of (5.29).

APPENDIX
Proof of(5.1O). Given positive numbers an and bn , n ~ 1, let an ~ bn mean that an/b n

as n

-+ 00.

Write

= #{i : 1 ~

1

[-!,! Jd as the disjoint union of M: cubes Gnv of length ~ 6n /d where

M n ~ d6;;l and v
N nu

-+

= 1,2, ... ,M:.

Set Kiv

i ~ n and Xi E Gnv }

lim
n

p( N nv

= l{XiEC

= L:i K iv '

~ !nJ.t

for v
19

nv }'

J.t

= J.tv = E[Kiv]

-- 6: and

To prove (5.10), it suffices to show that

= 1,2, ... ,M:) = 1.

(A.l)

Under the assumption of independence, there are several known results that can be
used to prove this: Vapnik and Cervonenkis' inequality (see Theorem 12.2 of Breiman et
aI., 1984); Bernstein's inequality (see Theorem 3 of Hoeffding, 1963); Markov's inequality
applied to sufficient high order moments; and Lemma 1 of Stone (1982). Collomb (1982)
obtained a Bernstein type inequality for dependent random variables satisfying a ¢-mixing
condition, which is stronger than a-mixing and is too restrictive for many applications. In
particular, this ¢-mixing condition is equivalent to m-dependence for stationary Gaussian
time series.
In what follows, we will prove (A.l) by calculating sufficiently high order (centered)

moments of N nv under Assumption 2 and Assumption 5 (ii). Let {lin} be a sequence of
positive numbers such that lin ,..., n-' for some "'( E (0,1).

Lemma A. Let V n1 , ... , V nn be uniformly bounded random variables such that V ni has
mean zero and is a function of Xi. Suppose that ElVnil ::; lin and ElVniVnj I ::;

i, j

= 1, ... ,n.

lI;

for

Let k be a positive integer. Then

e·

Proof. In the following discussion, write Vi for Vni' Observe that

(A.2)
where the indices in the first sum on the right side of (A.2) are on values of t,
constrained by

Tl' ••• ,Tt

> 0 and

Tl

+ ... + Tt = k for t = 1, ... ,k

Tl,""

Tt

and, the indices in the

second sum are on values of i}, ... ,it constrained by i 1 , ••• , it > 0 and i 1

+ ... + it < n.

Let N be a positive integer less than n. Partition the second sum, in (A.2) into a finite
number of sums such that the indices in each of these sums are constrained by: certain of
the- indices are larger than N and all others are less than or equal to N. More precisely,
let

VJt

= (<PI,'" ,<Pt) be a t-tuple of O's and l's and let

that (a) if <PI

= 1,

L lPt

IE(Vi:l

then the index il in the sum ranges over N

+ 1,

Vi:t+ ...+iJI mean
, n; (b) if

<PI

= 0,

then the index il in the sum ranges over 1, ... ,N. Thus

(A.3)
20

Let

tPt

be fixed. By induction on m, where m =

fl

+ ... + ft,
(A.4)

Indeed, (A.4) is valid for m

= 1,2.

(Li,j IE(ViVj) I = O(n Li min(a(i), v~))

Suppose m > 2 and assume that (A.4) holds for
Set N

= [m,-lh + 1)logvn j(210gp)].

fl"'"

= 0 for

If 4>j

ft

+ ... + ft ~ m - 1.
t or 4>1 = 1, then by the

with

1 ~ j ~

= O(nvn ).)

fl

assumption that variables Vi's are bounded by 1 (say) and m > 2,

So suppose 4>j

= 1 for

some 2

~

j

~

t and set b = min{;' : 2

~ j ~

t,4>j = I}. Since the

Vi's are bounded by 1, it follows from Theorem A.5 of Hall and Heyde (1980, p.277) that
E(V.TI ... V. Tb - 1 . V.Tb
. ' .. V Tt
. )I
'I
'I +'''+'b-l 'I +"'+'b
'I +"'+'t
<
jE(V.TI
···V.Tb-1
. )IIE(V.Tb
'I
'I+"'+'b-I
'1+"'+'b. ···V.Tt
'1+"'+'t·)1 +4a(i)
b •

I

Consequently, by the inductive hypothesis,

Vi:b.;.I..+ib_1 Vi:b+"+ ib .. ·yi:t+· ..-t:ir) I

L tPt IE(Vi:1

~

Vi~';.I..+ib_J I

E(Vi:b+... +ib ... Vi:t+ ..+i) 1 + 4L tPt a(i b)
~ O(nv n )(TI+"+Tb-d/ 20(nv n )(Tb+"'+ T.)/2 + 4n t - 1 Li>N a (i)
L tPt !E(Vi:1

1

= O(nv n )3,

for it follows from N

= [m,-lh + l)logvj(210gp)]

and Condition 3.5 (ii) that (with

m
m m
t
t <
)m/2' This completes the
- m) n ~.
Loi,>N a(i) <
- n ~.
Loi,>N a(i) _ n v n (-y+l)/2, '- (nvn

proof of (AA).
·The conclusion of the lemma follows from (A.2)-(A.4).
(A.l) will now be proven. Set Vi

= Viv =

Kiv - p,. Then ElVil ~ p, -

By Markov's inequality and Lemma A,

P(Nnv ~ ~np,)

= P(LiVi ~

-~np,)

~ (~np,)-2kE(LiVi)2k

21

= O(np,)-k.

0: ,. " n- d/(2+d).

Thus there is a positive integer k (large enough) such that
p

(N nv ~ !nJl for v = 1, ... ,M~) ~ 1 - M~P (Nnv ~ !nJl)
~ 1 - M~O(nJl)-k
= 1 - O(6~d6~k) -+ 1

as n

-+ 00,

since M~ "" 6;;d and nJl "" 6;;2. This completes the proof of (A.l).
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